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All About 504 Plans/Accommodations, Pt 1.
A 504 plan is a blueprint for how the school will support
students with medical conditions, classified as disabilities
under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Food allergies
are a medical condition that can impact eating, which can be
a barrier to learning at school.

The 504 Plan's main goal is to give the student an
equitable and safe learning environment through
reasonable accommodations.
CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING

Share Emergency
Contacts

Submit Your Child’s
Medical Information
Your 504/IHP coordinator will need detailed
records and insights from the doctor on
what is considered a safe environment for
your child’s needs. Your coordinator will
need to know if your child’s allergies are
considered potentially life-threatening
without reasonable accommodations.

In the event your child experiences a severe
reaction to an accidental exposure to an
allergen and you’re not around, create an
emergency contact list and provide detailed
instructions for who to call and when.

Plan for Lunchtime,
Field Trips & Class Parties

Take Your Plan
Everywhere

Ask your school about reasonable
accommodations during these events.
Questions to consider include: Is there an
allergen-free table or lunch plan for
students with allergies? Are there policies
that prohibit food on bus rides?
For class parties, can you provide a list of
"safe" foods for other parents?

As folks who either have food allergies or
know people who do, we know that recalling
all of the details for how to manage them
can be tough. We got you.

TIP: Work with your teachers on ways

TIP: Pick up to 3 people who you trust
to stay calm during an emergency.

TIP: Keep track of every detail with the
*Alerje Food Allergy Management app.
* available for iOS and Google Android

to ask parents for permission before
taste tests and food themed activities.
You want your kids to participate, but
safely.

* We also recommend that you create a
Food Allergy & Anaphylaxis Emergency Care Plan.

You Got This!
Make Every Moment Count

